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ABOUT US
is a UK tailor-made
school management
information system for school
leaders and office staff which
provides the tools needed to
efficiently manage the school
life. It is efficient, secure, easy to
use and saves everybody
valuable time so that schools
can focus on improving the
quality of teaching and
learning.
Through utilising the solutions Sled
Studio has to offer, data can be
accessed, managed and shared easily
and securely throughout the school,
promoting efficient practices, all through
the user-friendly and intuitive interface.

Sled Studio can be accessed from
anywhere in the world and on any
device with an internet connection. It is a
cloud-native, software as a service
(SaaS) and works in a browser - no
need to install anything on your
computer!
Whether you are a small school or a
large school group, Sled Studio is the
perfect solution for you as it is infinitely
scalable and modular, so you get a
tailored solution just for the needs of
your school! MAKE IT YOUR OWN!
We cooperate with independent and
international schools and at the
moment offer the following professional
solutions.

MODULES

CENTRAL REGISTER

ATTENDANCE

NOTIFICATIONS

Securely save and store all
student, staff and parent
data in one place and
create, export and print
filtered lists in seconds

Track and report student
attendance with ease school hours or after school
activities

Enables school leaders and
teachers to send group and
individual announcements
and messages to students
and parents in a safe
environment

PERFORMANCE
TRACKER & REPORTS

UK National, Cambridge
International, IB or other
curriculum - Monitor your
students’ progress, analyse
attainment, inform & report
to others, create tailor-made
informative and meaningful
reports

EVENTS
Enter and share important
events with selected groups:
management, parents,
students, staff, etc. You
decide who gets the access
to which calendar or specific
event or meeting.

CENTRAL REGISTER
STUDENT, STAFF AND PARENT
DATABASE
Securely save and store all student and
staff data in one place and create, export
and print filtered lists in seconds. Export in
PDF with the school logo or Excel within
seconds!

SCHOOL PROFILE
Central place to save the general school
information such as the name, logo,
address and then it appears everywhere
you need it, on all generated PDFs and
reports. Independent and international
schools need an MIS flexible enough that
can be built around your specific
terminology and characteristics.

INDIVIDUAL STUDENT AND STAFF
PROFILES
The system allows you to see all student
and staff individual details in one place,
just like their own CV! You can share and
export this data as PDF easily but
securely! This is where you store key
information including contact details,
addresses, phone numbers, emails,
photographs, and more. There is also
access to the more sensitive, personal
data including the student’s medical
information and learning support records.
For staff the data includes the identity
checks, DBS, qualifications, references,
etc.

ATTENDANCE & NOTIFICATIONS

ATTENDANCE TRACKER
Track and report student attendance with
ease - school hours or after school
activities.
Students can be recorded as present,
absent or late.
An auto-calculated dashboard gives you
attendance summary based on the entire
school, individual year groups, subjects
and even students.

NOTIFICATIONS
Gain control of all your internal and
external communications through Sled
Studio and send targeted messages to
students, parents, teachers and
associated contacts from one centrally
managed module in a safe environment.

PERFORMANCE TRACKER & REPORTS

PERFORMANCE TRACKER
UK National, Cambridge
International, IB or other curriculum Record, update and monitor your
students’ progress, analyse attainment,
inform & report to others. The system is
intuitive and easy to use with modern
layout and minimum clicks needed.

REPORTS
Export tailor-made informative and
meaningful PDF report cards which can
be easily sent to parents. There is an
option to add an approval process
before reports can be released.

ACCESS FOR PARENTS
The parents have separate logins for their
own area where they can monitor their
children's academic progress in real time.
This saves valuable time and enables
everybody to stay on top of the children's
current needs, be it more challenge or work
on weaknesses.
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